Solid lipid nanoparticles: an oral bioavailability enhancer vehicle.
The therapeutic efficacy of perorally administered drugs is often obscured by their poor oral bioavailability (BA) and low metabolic stability in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) have emerged as potential BA enhancer vehicles for various Class II, III and IV drug molecules. This review examines the recent advancements in SLN technology, with regards to oral drug delivery. The discussion critically examines the effect of various key constituents on SLN absorption and their applications in oral drug delivery. The relationship between the complexity of absorption (and various factors involved during absorption, including particle size), stability and the self-emulsifying ability of the lipids used has been explored. The protective effect of SLNs, coupled with their sustained/controlled release properties, prevents drugs/macromolecules from premature degradation and improves their stability in the GIT. An extensive literature survey reveals that direct peroral administration of SLNs improves the BA of drugs by 2- to 25-fold. Overall, the ease of large-scale production, avoidance of organic solvents and improvement of oral BA make SLNs a potential BA enhancer vehicle for various Class II, III and IV drugs.